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SECTION-A 

Q.No.1(one word questions) 

i- Chris Brown 

ii- He was an Athenian historian, political philosopher and wrote a book ‘Pelopennesian War’.  

iii- Realism 

iv- Kenneth N. Waltz 

v-  This term was coined by John Williamson to refer to a set of specific economic policy 

prescription based on Washington DC based financial institutions i.e. IMF/WTO/WB 

vi-  1953 

vii- Pope Francis 

viii- Geopolitical 

ix- Global Counter Terrorism Netwok 

x- 26 December 1991 after the declaration of the dissolution of USSR 

 

SECTION-B 

Q.No.2 

- Less development of East Pakistan 

- Operation by Pak(operation searchlight) army to contain the movement runs by Bengali’s 

- Awami League clears majority in 1971 election. 

- Indian government intervention on humanitarian ground. 



 

 

Q.No.3 

-NAM as a confidence booster 

-For a global consensus on terrorism 

-For a equitable world 

-Putting developing countries grievances towards global platform 

-It helps for Indian diplomacy 

Q.No.4 

-Definition of multiculturalism 

-Diversity and Diaspora 

-Ethnicity and preservation of sectarian values 

-Ideal of ‘one world’ and ‘millennium goals’ 

-Bhikhu Parekh/V.S.Nypaul on multiculturalism 

-The time of globalization/informational age and multiculturalism 

Q.No.5 

Elements of national power 

-Geography/demography/economy/technology/diplomacy/leadership etc. 

Q.No.6 

-Distinction between realism and neorealism 

-Anarchism in neorealism 

-Kenneth N. Waltz’s profoundness 

-John Meirshmeir/ Farid Zakaria on neorealism 

 

 



 

 

Q.No.7 

Growing importance of Africa 

-Africa as a quest for power among powerful nations  

-Richness of the natural resources 

-Geostrategic location 

-A continent without lethal/nuclear weapons 

-Number of the participants in UN is 54/can be deciding for any voting 

-Almost all nations are least developed and there’s a future of becoming developing 

Q.No.8 

-Describe the term international relations, distinguish it with international politics and differ with 

world or global politics/ affairs 

-History starts with Woodro Wilson chair/ Abbyrsmith college/London school of economics etc. 

 


